
Every business structures their services and products in attempts to

crack the code of customer satisfaction with the goal of growing and

expanding their clientele. The hoops that Black business owners jump

through in efforts to meet client expectations; surpass the quality of

service of their competitors; while also going toe to toe with societal

pressures around Black professionalism - do not go unnoticed.

 

 

Although in many cases the quality of a product or service can speak

for itself to secure clientele, the experience that your clients have will

be the major determinant of the initial service-client interaction

developing into recurring clientele. Serina Sasha (@Serinasasha on

instagram) an east end travelling hairstylist who has done work on

WondaGurl, Andrew Wiggens and has also serviced the founder of

BlackExecs recently had a Instagram Live in early May, where she

answered Business Owner questions around entrepreneurship. And

although she indulged in several topics and discussions, pulling from

her own expertise in running her hair product and styling business

(@braidgyalrin) along with her clothing boutique

(@serinasclosetpurdge) the major tip she emphasized was

TRANSPARENCY. The idea that being honest, fair and firm will not

only attract consistent clientele but build the integrity of your

business within the community.
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Furthermore pleasing everyone is impossible while

still meeting the company’s bottom line - learning

your clientele, and the structure of your market is

key “to providing superior service, [while]

understanding and responding to customer

expectations…” (Parasuraman, 39). Even though the

strategy varies from industry, Parasurman’s (1991)

research accumulated and highlighted some of the

key pillars to customer satisfaction across all

industries.

 

Overall Parasuraman (1999) found that customer

service expectations can be broadly categorized by:

reliability, tangibles, responsiveness, assurance and

empathy. For this article we will focus on reliability,

as it was proven to be the most impactful across all

industries (Parasuraman,p.42). Reliability rests

heavily on a businesses ability to provide the desired

outcome for their client, and failure to do so can

easily result in loss of clientele.

Customer Service Expectations
 

The discussion around meeting customer service

expectations is truly rooted in being able to meet the

basic needs of your consumer market majority of the

time through a trustworthy process. In many ways

the methods to achieve this lay within the creativity

of the entrepreneur and business owner. The same

creativity that has shown to propel Black businesses

and their influence on culture to where they stand

today. Much of developing the business or service

model requires unique innovation that sets you apart

from those within your industry, and the only way

to be effectively innovative is to know your

clientele; knowing the things that they hate about

the industry's service providers and the things they

love. Every Black business should be striving to be

an upgrade from their competitor - and to master

the niche or speciality that compels consumers to

choose your business over the next.

 

In concluding, Lee Crockwell’s book The Customer

Rules (2015), successful entrepreneurs see their

business as an ecosystem with intricate,

interdependent sectors that ultimately result in the

customer experience. Aligning every step of the

process in your service delivery is dependent on the

success of your company.
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